
Personal
Budgets
Good ideas
are not enough
Dr Simon Duffy



We know 
personal 
budgets can 
help people 
achieve greater 
citizenship



We know why it works



So, why is it so 
difficult?

Why does the 
system resist 
positive 
change?



There has been slow and 
patchy progress for 50 years



Innovation takes time

• Innovation requires more than a ‘good idea’

• Innovations requires a series of phased developments

• Innovation always faces resistance

• Innovation demands constant innovation



• Steve Job sacked

• the internet

• Microsoft

• iMac

• iPhone

• iPad

1975

1984 2019



Resistance is rational



Resistance to innovation takes 
several forms

1. Ignore it
“it’s just an idealistic idea”

2. Dismiss it
“there’s no evidence this works”

3. Add it on to the old model
“only a few people will want it”

4. Complicate it
“we can’t change the status quo”

5. Corrupt it
“it sounds good - let’s use the words”radio newspaper



It is easy for words and policies to 
become divorced from the innovation 

and the values that inspired them.



• By creating meaningless targets for nominal personal budgets

• Not allowing people to spend their budget flexibly

• Creating complicated systems of monitoring

• Setting personal budgets at a lower value than other services

• Not giving people good advice or peer support

• Forbidding shared management or Individual Service Funds (ISFs)

• Using clawbacks to undermine incentives

• And by many other methods

For example, personal budgets can 
be resisted



The challenge for Finland

1. Keep doing it - do not wait for permission

2. Share what you are learning 

3. Make it simple, easy to manage and inclusive

4. Make it essential, but not too quickly

5. Do NOT let it become an artificial policy objective



If your personal budget 
policy is not advancing 

citizenship - then you are 
doing it wrong

NB



JOIN 
Citizen Network
www.citizen-network.org
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